READY . . . SET . . . COPY!
Wouldn’t it be nice to have access to ready-to-use content that you can simply copy into your folder and teach? You can! Drive meaningful instruction inside and outside of the classroom with Gale In Context: For Educators. This one resource merges quality, curriculum-aligned content with related lesson plans, activities, project plans, and instructional resources—giving you more opportunities to support differentiated learning, participate in cross-curricular collaboration, and tend to those seemingly always-jammed paper trays. Take back your time to focus on what matters: keeping students engaged and motivated.

ACCESS RELIABLE, UP-TO-DATE CONTENT
Support literacy, science, social studies, English language arts, and more with digital content from thousands of high-quality sources, including academic journals, primary sources, magazines, newspapers, and books. Tools like language translation, ReadSpeaker, and the OpenDyslexic font make learning accessible for all students.

Get started!
Access Gale In Context: For Educators today.